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Oxygen+ Upgrade
Improve user adoption – Adaptable User Interface, ContextAware Forms, Persona-based Service Apps
Boost Productivity – EVie Command Interface, Quick Ticket
Creation, Ticket Action Timeline, Intelligent Knowledge, PreBuilt Role-based Apps and Dashboards
Work Smarter – Pushed contextual notifications, In-context
guided instructions, Virtual Support Agent

TRANSFORM SERVICE. DELIGHT CUSTOMERS.

WHAT’S OXYGEN+?

Oxygen+ is the code name that describes the new digital experience and user interface launched in 2018 with
the Oxygen release. Oxygen+ includes all new versions released in 2018, 2019 and 2020.

WHY MIGRATE TO THE LATEST EASYVISTA VERSIONS?

The EasyVista Oxygen and above releases are major milestones in our commitment to power a new way
to work by delivering the best user experience in the ITSM industry, one that is easy-to-use, adaptable,
powerful, and smart. 
 he reengineering of the EasyVista user interface architecture and the integration of Service Apps, Self Help and
T
Service Bots technologies provides a platform for innovation with enhanced security and performance. Our
solution enables you to augment every user’s experience with powerful context-aware automation, AI-driven
recommendations, intelligent knowledge, virtual support agent and persona-based dashboards and apps.
Oxygen+ releases are the best way to get access to EasyVista
Self Help and Service Bots Technology and use AI-powered
knowledge experiences to keep employees engaged and
customers connected, supporting today’s digital-first world.
Together, these technologies allow organizations to easily
capture knowledge and syndicate to users wherever they work
– through websites, self-service portals, enterprise applications
and virtual agents.
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Service Manager
Make service delivery and support easy with guided configuration
tools built into an integrated service management platform

• Easily adapt the workspace to your needs with a

new configurable menu, shortcuts and dashboards

• Make insightful decisions with dashboards
powered by Service Apps Technology

• Find and update data at lightning speed with

the enhanced search engine and its brand new /
Command capability

New /Command capability

• Provide a consistent method to create tickets with
the guided incident creation process

• Obtain insights at a glance with the new reporting

capabilities (multiple selection, infinite scroll, quick
filters and new filter studio)

Menu Design Studio

• Take advantage of your user’s contextual

information with the new intelligent forms and
action timeline to resolve tickets faster

• Easily qualify and solve incidents through
Intelligent Forms and Action Timeline

guided Instructions powered by Self Help
(Requires Self Help Licenses)

• Never miss an important update with realtime notifications

• Create an inclusive and equitable experience
with updated accessibility capabilities

• Expand your Service Management solution

Guided Instructions
TM

capabilities with enhanced integration options
(REST API, MS Power Automate, MS Cognitive
Services)
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Service Apps

Subject to license compatibility

Improve staff agility with the ability to codelessly build responsive
applications, portals, and dashboards designed for people.

• Give your team the capabilities they need to simplify their day-to-day job with new Service Apps templates
(ITSM Dashboard, Approval Management, Corporate Directory, Service Desk Homepage, IT Health Status,
Self-Service Portal, Asset Management, Available Inventory)

• Easily deploy the role-based web application globally with the new Service Apps Translator Engine
• Keep your users engaged while on the move by providing a mobile web application powered by Service
Apps enhanced responsive design capabilities

• Deploy new applications faster than the speed of light using the guided apps creation process and the apps
template library embedded in the Service Apps technology

TECHNICAL PREREQUISITES
FOR ON-PREMISE CUSTOMERS

• Web server
• OS: Linux
• Apache: Apache 2.4.6 and above
• PHP: 7.3 or PHP 7.4
• Application Server
• OS: Windows 2016, 2019 64-bit version 
• SQL client with SQLCMD and BCP tools

• Database server
• Windows SQL Server 2016 SP2, 2017, 2019
• MySQL 5.7 version (Service Apps

THE OXYGEN+ RELEASES ARE FULLY AVAILABLE FOR OUR SAAS CUSTOMERS BUT WE TAKE CARE OF YOUR PLATFORM’S TECHNICAL
PREREQUISITES AND SECURITY.
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THE EASYUPGRADE PACKAGE
Our Professional Services team developed an EasyUpgrade package to make your upgrade easy and help with
user adoption and engagement.
Two primary goals determine the scope of the upgrade project:

• Maintain the same functional scope, except for modifications required by the version
• Improve the user experience by taking advantage of the evolutions provided by the new version

WHAT’S THE UPGRADE PROCESS?
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1. Functional assistance and specifications: Analysis of the current configuration, Presentation of the current
release, Writing specifications
2. Provisioning of the upgrade platform: New platform provisioning, Data migration, upgrade script
execution on data and configuration
3. UAT & Patches: Getting started with Oxygen+, Identifying bugs and discrepancies, Fixing bugs and
discrepancies, Patch validation
4. New features and enhancements configuration: New features configuration, Tuning documentation
5. Adjustment and Trainings: Identifying bugs and discrepancies, Fixing bugs and discrepancies, Patch
validation, User Training
6. Go Live

HOW CAN I GET THE LATEST RELEASE?
Contact your Sales Representative to start the upgrade process.

ABOUT EASYVISTA
EasyVista is a global software provider of intelligent service automation solutions for enterprise service
management and self-help. Leveraging the power of service management, self-help, AI, and micro apps to create
customer-focused service experiences, EasyVista has helped companies improve employee productivity, reduce
operating costs, and increase customer satisfaction. Today, EasyVista helps over 1,500 enterprises around the
world to accelerate change, empowering leaders to better serve their employees and customers across financial
services, healthcare, education, manufacturing and other industries.
Learn more at www.easyvista.com
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